1909 CommerCar Shooting Brake, or Estate Bus.
known to us as the “Commer”

1909 CommerCar Estate Bus - “The Commer”
There’s not too much early history on this vehicle, but it was first
owned by Lord Lonsdale, to work on the Lowther estate, near
Penrith, Cumbria. Supposed to be a bit of a sportsman – horse racing,
boxing, shooting and hunting. It is believed he was the instigator of
the boxing “Lonsdale Belt”, and a founder member of the AA. Also
known as the “Yellow Earl”, painting his horse drawn carriages, and
early motor vehicles yellow, including his Top Hat 20hp Rolls
Royce.

As can be seen from the above note, these vehicles were known as the
“Yellow Perils”

Lord Lonsdale lost his fortune between the two World Wars,
and EC 634 ended up back with the factory, along with its
bigger sister, a 1913 charabanc.
As can be seen from the Commer Cars letter, my father
discovered the bus, January 1955, in a canal barn at Linslade,
near Dunstable, along with the charabanc.

As found, in not too good a state.

The work started 1955, and was completed by November 1958, when
it a accompanied the 1902 Benz in the car London to Brighton as the
tender vehicle.

As can be seen from the following certificate, the Veteran Car Club
confirmed the date as 1909, on 30th March 1956.

Running a hotel in Newport Pagnell, where some of the bosses of he
construction firms, building the M1 stayed, my father was allowed to
use the M1 before its opening. These pictures show this, but note,
Dad on his 1902 Benz is on the wrong side of the road. The boys
sitting on the roof of the Commer are myself, and elder brother.

Dad used the Commer for day trips, and then on longer trips to
Northern France. Once being flown in the old Silver City aircraft,
from Lydd to Le Touquet, and then trained down to northern Italy. He
and friends, then drove back home, taking three weeks. To get it on
the plane, the body had to be removed from the chassis, and the two
parts loaded separately.
Another use of the Commer, was as a tender vehicle for the 1902
Benz when taking part in the Veteran Car, London to Brighton run in
November. This involved travelling from Newport Pagnell to
London, trailing the Benz, then making its way down to Brighton,
and finally trailing the Benz back, with party, from Brighton to
Newport Pagnell. The Benz is now in the Mercedes Benz Museum,
Stuttgart.

In 1968 my father purchased what became the Royal Wells Inn,
Tunbridge Wells, and to help finance this project the Benz was sold
along with other cars. The Commer remained! Not used much till the
mid 70’s, due to the time consuming business, when again he started
on his trips to northern France.
By 1983 he passed the Commer onto myself, and in 1985 I completed
in my first London to Brighton. I should mention here the Commer
factory, entered the Commer in the first Commercial Vehicle London
to Brighton of 1962. After that I decided it needed some considerable
refurbishment, so in the winter of 1986/87, I and a friend took on the
rolling chassis, while my father and a friend took on the body. Think
we did a reasonable job, as what you see here today is 22 years old,
although there has been some touching up here and there.
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Back to Basics

All coming together

Not as brave as my father, I don’t take the Commer abroad, or too far
afield. We have competed in the London to Brighton since 1987,
except for once, when not entered.
We do a number of summer day trips, or should I say Sunday pub
crawls. Now with a number of drivers, this is now more pleasant for
myself.
The engine was rebuilt in the 90’s, due the front crank bearing
disintegrating, on the way back from Brighton. The pre select Linley
gearbox bearings were replaced five years ago. All the gears were
found to be still in good condition.
Two final points:We do not trail the Commer - it’s driven everywhere, now made
much easier for me, as there are now three other drivers.
We are very fortunate, in the fact that this is an original vehicle,
with only few parts being replaced, most obviously the lighting,
which is converted to electric for convenience

This picture shows the
Commer at the back of the
Earl of Lonsdale's fleet
outside Lowther Castle

In the third paragraph of the following article the writer talks of travelling
in the 1909 CommerCar estate bus

